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Abstract
In this paper we study the problem of nding the k largest elements of n distinct real numbers.
We give a pure combinatorial argument to prove that n+(k−1)log n+O(1) queries are necessary
for any deterministic algorithm using parity tests only. We also present a randomized algorithm
with error probability O(1=nc) using only O(log2 n + k log n) parity tests, where c> 1 is any
xed constant. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the problem of nding the k largest elements of n
distinct real numbers. This problem is one of the well-studied variants of the selection
problem. Based on the pairwise comparison model (i.e., each query takes the form
\xi − xj : 0" where xi; xj are distinct inputs), it is known that n+ (k − 1)log n+O(1)
comparisons are necessary and sucient to nd the k largest elements [4{7]. To further
unveil the complexity of the problem, people have studied more general queries. In
particular, Fussenegger and Gabow [2] showed that even when a query is a linear
function of the inputs, the same lower bound applies. Yao [11] is the rst to go
beyond linear functions and showed that the same lower bound holds when median
tests (i.e., queries of the form \(xi − xj)(xi − xk) : 0") are allowed. Based on Yao's
argument, Gasarch [3] showed that the lower bound holds when the queries take the
form of the product of two linear functions. Fleischer [1] extended this lower bound
result to cover queries that are products of an arbitrary number of linear functions.
( Throughout the paper, the base of the logarithm is 2.
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In this paper we focus on parity tests, which are of the form \
Q
(i; j)2C (xi − xj) : 0"
where C is any collection of pairs of input positions. The study of parity tests for se-
lection problems is not new in the literature. Parity tests are actually the only kind of
polynomial tests people know how to make use of in deriving better upper bound re-
sults for selection problems (in particular, based on parity tests, Reingold [8] and Ting
and Yao [9] obtained improved algorithms for nding, respectively, the median and the
maximum of n distinct numbers). Fleischer's lower bound result [1], of course, implies
the above-mentioned lower bound holds when parity tests are used. Nevertheless, the
work of Yao [11] and Fleischer [1] for non-linear tests is not straightforward (though
thought-provoking); the key lemmas are based on geometric arguments, reasoning the
relationship of the regions in the n-dimensional space dened by the queries. An open
problem, rst raised in [11], is to nd a pure combinatorial proof of the lower bound.
This paper presents a simple combinatorial proof when parity tests are allowed. Pre-
cisely, we prove that n+(k−1)log n+O(1) queries are necessary for any deterministic
algorithm using only parity tests to nd the k largest elements of n distinct numbers.
The second contribution of this paper is an ecient randomized algorithm for nding
the k largest elements. We show that, for any constant c> 1, there is a randomized
algorithm with error probability O(1=nc) for nding the k largest elements using only
O(log2 n + k log n) parity tests. In other words, parity tests, though inecient in the
deterministic setting, are very powerful when randomization is allowed. We remark that
randomization cannot help if only pairwise comparisons are allowed. More precisely,
we show that the error probability of any randomized algorithm using o(n) pairwise
comparisons is at least 1 − o(1). Thus, a randomized algorithm returns an incorrect
answer almost surely.
2. A lower bound for selecting the k largest elements
In this section we show that if only parity tests are allowed, any deterministic al-
gorithm for nding the k largest elements of n distinct numbers has to make at least
n− k + dlog(n(n− 1) : : : (n− k + 2))e tests in the worst case.
Denition 1. An ordered pair (i; j) is said to be an index pair if i; j are distinct
integers in f1; 2; : : : ; ng. A parity test takes the form of Q(i; j)2C (xi − xj) : 0; where C
is a set of index pairs.
2.1. Model of computation
We model a selection algorithm by a decision tree. A decision tree is a binary tree
in which every internal node is labeled with a test over the inputs (e.g., a parity test
\
Q
(i; j)2C (xi − xj) : 0"), and every leaf is labeled with an output (say, the indices of
the largest elements). Every internal node has exactly two outgoing edges labeled with
\> 0" and \< 0". Given any input X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng, the execution of the selection
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algorithm corresponds to tracing a path from the root of the decision tree to a leaf.
More precisely, starting from the root, we repeatedly perform the test specied in a
node and follow the outgoing edge whose label matches the result of the test. The
execution terminates when a leaf is reached. The output for the input X is the label of
that leaf. The length of the longest path from the root of a decision tree to any of its
leaf represents the number of tests the selection algorithm performs in the worst case.
2.2. Fussenegger and Gabow's counting argument
Most of the existing lower bound results [1{3,11] on the problem of selecting the
k largest elements make use of a counting argument introduced by Fussenegger and
Gabow [2], which is stated as follows:
Given a decision tree T for nding the k largest elements of n numbers, it is
always possible to construct n(n − 1) : : : (n − k + 2) subtrees of T which do not
share any leaves and each of which denes an algorithm for nding the maximum
of n− k + 1 numbers.
Assume that T only uses tests of type Q. If one can show that any decision tree that
uses tests of type Q to nd the maximum of m numbers must have at least 2m−1
leaves, then T must have 2n−kn(n− 1) : : : (n− k +2) leaves, and its height must be at
least n − k + dlog(n(n − 1) : : : (n − k + 2))e. The latter is also a lower bound on the
number of tests made by T in the worst case.
In the next subsection, we give a proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If only parity tests are allowed; then any decision tree for nding the
maximum element of n distinct numbers must have at least 2n−1 leaves.
Lemma 2 together with the above-mentioned counting argument give us the following
theorem.
Theorem 3. If only parity tests are allowed; then any algorithm for nding the k
largest elements of n distinct numbers must make at least n − k + dlog(n(n − 1) : : :
(n− k + 2))e= n+ (k − 1)log n+O(1) tests in the worst case.
2.3. A combinatorial lower bound proof
Let T be any decision tree for nding the maximum element of n distinct real
numbers using parity tests only. We assume that for any leaf of T , there exists at least
one input X = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) such that the execution with respect to X terminates at
this leaf. In this subsection we show that every path from the root to a leaf of T has
at least n− 1 internal nodes. Then Lemma 2 follows.
Pick an arbitrary leaf  of T . Let h be the number of internal nodes along the path
between the root and . Let C1; C2; : : : ; Ch be the sets of index pairs corresponding to
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the tests at these internal nodes. Denote G as the collection fC1; C2; : : : ; Chg. Without
loss of generality, we make the following assumptions:
  is labeled with the output 1, i.e., the rst input is the maximum.
 All the edges along the path from the root to  are labeled with \> 0". That is, if
the execution with respect to an input X terminates at , then
Q
(i; j)2Cl (xi−xj)> 0
for all Cl 2 G.
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that G contains h<n− 1 sets of index pairs. Let
X = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) be an input whose execution terminates at . That means, x1 is the
maximum element in X . We are going to construct another input Z = (z1; z2; : : : ; zn)
from X such that the execution with respect to Z also terminates at , but z1 is not
the maximum element in Z . Thus, we obtain a contradiction.
To ease our discussion, we further assume that C1; C2; : : : ; Ch are each term-wise
positive with respect to X , i.e., for every index pair (i; j) 2 Cl; (xi − xj)> 0. Let
us explain why this assumption is valid. Consider any Cl 2 G. For every index pair
(i; j) 2 Cl with (xi − xj)< 0, we replace it with (j; i). Obviously, the new set of
index pairs, denoted C0l , is term-wise positive. Since
Q
(i; j)2Cl (xi−xj)> 0, the number
of index pairs (i; j)2Cl such that (xi − xj)< 0 is even. Thus, for all possible inputs
Y =(y1; y2; : : : ; yn);
Q
(i; j)2C0l (yi−yj)=
Q
(i; j)2Cl (yi−yj). The behavior of G remains
unchanged even we replace Cl with C0l . The assumption becomes valid.
Roughly speaking, if h (i.e. jGj) is less than n− 1, we can show that some xi's are
not tested thoroughly by G. More specically, we say that U f1; 2; : : : ; ng is a set of
obscure positions if U satises the following properties:
 U includes 1 and at least one other position in f2; : : : ; ng.
 For each Cl 2 G, there is an even number of index pairs (i; j) in Cl where i is
any index and j is in U (i.e. jf(i; j) 2 Cl j 16i6n; j 2 Ugj is even).
Z will be constructed in such a way that the maximum element can be placed in any
position in U other than the rst position.
Before proving the existence of such a set U , we need one more notation. For any
Cl 2 G and j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, dene Nlj to be the number of index pairs (i; j) in Cl,
where i is any index in f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Obviously, Pj2U Nlj = jf(i; j) 2 Cl j j 2 Ugj.
Lemma 4. For any Cl 2 G; Nl1 = 0.
Proof. Since every Cl 2 G is term-wise positive with respect to X and x1 is the
maximum element of X , no Cl contains an index pair (i; 1) for any i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng.
Thus, Nl1 = 0.
Lemma 5. Assume that jGj=h6n−2. There exists a nonempty set U1f2; 3; : : : ; ng
such that for all Cl 2 G; (
P
j2U1 Nlj) is even.
Proof. There are 2n−1 − 1 distinct nonempty subsets of f2; 3; : : : ; ng. Let V be one of
such subsets. For each l 2 f1; : : : ; hg; Pj2V Nlj is either odd or even. We consider
the parity of
P
j2V Nlj for all l as a vector of length h. Since there are h6n− 2 Cl's,
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there are at most 2n−2 distinct vectors. Thus, there must exist two distinct subsets V1
and V2 such that for all Cl 2 G;
P
j2V1 Nlj and
P
j2V2 Nlj have the same parity.
Let U1 be the symmetric dierence of V1 and V2 (i.e. (V1 [ V2)− (V1 \ V2)). U1 is
non-empty. Moreover, for any Cl 2 G; (
P
j2U1 Nlj) is even.
By Lemmas 4 and 5, we can conclude that U=f1g[U1 is a set of obscure positions.
The next lemma shows how to construct an input Z based on such a set U , which
contradicts that inputs terminates at  should have their maximum element in the rst
position.
Lemma 6. If h6n − 2; then there is an input Z = (z1; z2; : : : ; zn) such that z1 is not
the maximum element and; for any Cl 2 G;
Q
(i; j)2Cl (zi − zj)> 0.
Proof. Let U be the set of obscure positions dened above. Recall that x1 is the
maximum element of X . Dene Z as follows. For any i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng,
zi =
−xi if i 2 U;
xi − 2x1 otherwise:
Consider any Cl in G. Cl is term-wise positive with respect to X . Thus, for any
index-pair (i; j) 2 Cl , (zi− zj)< 0 if and only if j 2 U . By denition of U , C has an
even number of index pairs (i; j) where j 2 U . We conclude that Q(i; j)2Cl (zi−zj)> 0.
We claim that z1 is not the maximum element in Z . Since jU j>2, there exists
j0 2 U and j0 6= 1. By denition of Z; zj0 =−xj0 and z1=−x1. Therefore, z1 is smaller
than zj0 and z1 is not the maximum element.
In conclusion, if the path from the root of T to  contains h<n − 1 parity tests,
there exists an input Z of which the maximum element is not in the rst position, yet
the execution of T with respect to Z terminates at . A contradiction occurs.
3. A randomized algorithm
In this section we present a randomized algorithm with error probability O(n−c)
for selecting the k largest elements of n distinct numbers X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng using
O(log2 n + k log n) parity tests, where c> 1 is any xed constant. The parity tests
performed by our algorithm are actually very restricted, all in the form \
Q
j2B (xi−xj) :
0" where B is any set of input positions. Our work is motivated by Ting and Yao's
randomized algorithm [9] for nding the maximum of n numbers, which uses O(log2 n)
restricted parity tests and has error probability O(n−c). Note that by repeating Ting
and Yao's algorithm k times, we can select the k largest elements using O(klog2 n)
restricted parity tests. The error probability is O(kn−c).
Our improved algorithm is called Select, which repeatedly calls a function called
FindLarger to nd an element in the input larger than a given element. The following
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notation will be used throughout this section. For any I f1; 2; : : : ; ng, denote XI as the
subset fxi j i2 Ig.
3.1. FindLarger
FindLarger is a function which, given any I f1; 2; : : : ; ng and s 2 I , nds an index
s0 2 I such that xs0>xs. The function may fail to nd such an s0 and return 0. Details
are as follows. We randomly choose a subset B of I − fsg and perform the restricted
parity test \
Q
j2B (xs − xj) : 0". If
Q
j2B (xs − xj)< 0, XB must contain an odd number
of elements greater than xs. We nd such an element using the following binary search.
We randomly choose a subset of B with exactly djBj=2e elements. Denote B0 as this
subset and let B00=B−B0. We perform one more restricted parity test, Qj2B0 (xs−xj) : 0.
Note that either
Q
j2B0 (xs − xj) or
Q
j2B00 (xs − xj) is less than zero. Depending on
whether
Q
j2B0 (xs − xj) or
Q
j2B00 (xs − xj) is less than zero, we reduce the problem
of nding an element in XB that is greater than xs to the same problem for XB0 or
XB00 . By repeating the process dlog jBje times, we will eventually nd an index s0 with
xs0>xs.
It remains to consider the case when
Q
j2B (xs − xj)> 0. Since B may contain no
elements greater than xs; B is simply discarded (in this case, we say B fails). We
choose another subset B randomly and repeat the process again. We will give up if,
in  = dc log n + log ke attempts, the B's chosen all fail. In this case, FindLarger
returns 0.
FindLarger makes at most +dlog ne restricted parity tests. Note that all the random
subsets used by FindLarger are chosen uniformly and independently. If FindLarger
does report an index s0 such that xs0>xs, then every index in the set L = fh 2
I j xh >xsg has equal probability to be reported. The following lemma is concerned
with the probability that FindLarger successfully reports an index s0.
Lemma 7. If xs is the maximum element in XI ; then FindLarger returns 0. Otherwise;
the function returns an index s0 2 L with probability 1− 1=2.
Proof. If xs is the maximum element in XI , then
Q
j2B (xs − xj)> 0 for any subset B
of I . Thus, FindLarger must return 0. Assume that xs is not the maximum element.
For any subset B, the probability that B contains an even number of elements in L
(and hence
Q
j2B (xs − xj)> 0) is exactly 1=2. The probability that the subsets B's
chosen in the  attempts all fail is 1=2. Thus, with probability 1− 1=2; FindLarger
encounters a subset B such that
Q
j2B (xs − xj)< 0. Then, using the binary search, we
can nd an index s0 2 B such that xs0>xs.
3.2. The selection algorithm
We are ready to describe the algorithm Select k. The computation of Select is
divided into k phases; the ith largest element of X is reported in Phase i. The major
data structure kept by Select k is a stack of indices, denoted S below. Initially, an
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element in f1; 2; : : : ; ng is picked randomly and pushed onto S. In general, S stores the
indices of some elements that have not yet been reported by Select k.
The computation involved in Phase i is as follows. Let x`1 ; x`2 ; : : : ; x`i−1 be the el-
ements reported in previous phases. Let I = f1; 2; : : : ; ng − f`1; `2; : : : ; `i−1g. To nd
the ith largest element, Select k attempts to determine the maximum element in XI .
The rst contender is xs, where s is the index at the top of S. Select k invokes the
function FindLarger to nd out whether any element in XI is greater than xs.
FindLarger(I; s) returns 0: Select k declares that xs is the ith largest element (by
Lemma 7, the probability that xs is not the maximum element in XI is at most 1=2)
and pops s out from S. If S becomes empty, an index in I − fsg will be picked
randomly and pushed onto S. Select k then enters Phase i + 1.
FindLarger(I; s) returns an s0> 0: Because xs0>xs, we push s0 onto S. Then xs0
is the next contender for the ith largest element of X .
Note that the sequence of contenders being tested in each phase is strictly increasing.
This implies that Select k will exit a phase after calling FindLarger at most n− 1
times. However, we want to limit the total number of calls of FindLarger over all
phases to be O(log n). Thus, Select k keeps a counter count for recording the total
number of times FindLarger have been called. Let  = 7c log n + 2k. When count
exceeds the value of , Select k gives up and simply returns \failure".
A formal description of the algorithm is given in Fig. 1. Select k calls FindLarger
at most  times and each FindLarger makes at most +dlog ne restricted parity tests.
The total number of restricted parity tests made by the algorithm is O(log2 n+k log n).
Below, we estimate the error probability of Select k. There are two possible causes
of error: (1) At some phase, say, Phase i, Select k determines the ith largest element
of X incorrectly, and (2) Select k returns \failure".
Lemma 8. Let p be the probability that at some phase; say; Phase i; Select k
determines the ith largest element of X incorrectly. Then p=O(n−c).
Proof. Consider Phase i. Select k determines incorrectly some xs to be the ith largest
element only if Select k receives a 0 from the function call FindLarger(I; xs), but
xs is not the maximum element in XI . From Lemma 7, this occurs with probability
1=2 = 1=knc. Since there are at most k phases, we have p=O(n−c).
Next, we estimate the probability that Select k returns \failure", or equivalently,
the probability that count=. Let m be the number of indices left in the stack S when
Select k terminates. Let  be the number of pop operations executed by Select k.
Since a pop operation is executed only after Select k outputs some xs, we have
6k. The number of push operations executed by Select k is m +. Every time
after Select k calls FindLarger, it performs a push and/or pop operation. Thus,
count6m+ 26m+ 2k, and
Prob [count = ]6 Prob [m+ 2k>7c log n+ 2k]
6 Prob [m>7c log n]:
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Fig. 1. The algorithm Select k.
Lemma 9. Prob [m>7c log n] = O(n−c).
Proof. Assume that when Select k terminates, the sequence of indices left in the
stack S is (s0; s1; : : : ; sm−1), where sm−1 is at the top. Consider any j 2 f0; 1; : : : ; m−1g.
At the point just before sj is computed, let Ij denote the set of indices of elements
not yet reported by Select k. By denition, Im−1 Im−2    I0. In fact, Select k
computes sj by calling the function FindLarger(Ij; sj−1). Thus, sm−1>sm−2>   >s0.
Recall that FindLarger is constructed in such a way that every index in the set
Lj=fh 2 Ij j xh>xsj−1g has equal probability to be reported as sj. We say that sj makes
a big advance if xsj is larger than half or more of the elements in XLj , otherwise sj
is said to make a small advance. The probability that sj makes a small advance is at
most 12 . Among s0; s1; : : : ; sm−1, there are at most blog nc indices giving big advances.
Denote m0 as the number of indices making small advances. The probability that m
is large is very small because many small advances must be involved, yet each has
probability at most 12 :
Prob [m>7c log n]6 Prob [m0>7c log n− log n]
6

7c log n
7c log n− log n

1
2
7c log n−log n
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6

e7c log n
log n
log n1
2
7c log n−log n
= nlog(e7c)−(7c−1)
6 n−c (assume c> 1):
The following theorem follows from Lemmas 8 and 9.
Theorem 10. The algorithm Select k nds the k largest elements of n distinct real
numbers with error probability O(n−c).
4. Remarks
If only pairwise comparisons are allowed, any randomized algorithm that nds the
maximum of n numbers using o(n) comparisons must have error probability 1− o(1).
To show this result, we can apply Yao's Minimax Principle [10] to transform it into
the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Let A be any deterministic algorithm that nds the maximum of n num-
bers using h=o(n) comparisons. For a random input X; the probability that A returns
an incorrect answer is 1− o(1).
Proof. By making h comparisons, A can examine at most 2h elements of X . Each
of the remaining n − 2h elements can be the maximum element with probability 1=n,
and A can return only one of them. Thus, the probability that an incorrect answer is
returned is at least (n− 2h− 1)=n, which is 1− o(1) as h= o(n).
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